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This thesis presents the results of an 
investigation of residual stress distribution and 
redistribution in welded beams subjected to bending 
moments which generate flexural stresses in the elastic 
and inelastic rangese 






of different steel grades and measuring strains before 
loading, under load and after unloading. Repeated 
. -
-bending moments were applied and their effects on strain 
distribution observedo--- For low applied moments, the 
redistribution of residual stresses occurred only in local 
~ 
areas and at the first loading cycleo When applied moment·s __ ----~---------~- __ .. 
produced nominal stresses near or above- the yield point of . ···;·.c:c~:< - .· 
/ 
.. ,· . ,, 
,, 
.th~ be.am material, gradual change of · residual stres_s. took . 
. place from one lo.ad to the next but stabilized after a 
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.The computer.analyses ·included programs for 
the evaluation and prediction·of the residual.stress. 
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lo INTRODUCTION 
Residual stresses in a welded structural member 
are the stresses ivhich exist '\'t1hen the member is subjected 
to no external loadc They result from plastic 
defonnations across parts of the member cross section and 
• 
are caused by thermal differentials during the process of 
·fabrication or by loading o 
Residt1al stresses may be a very significant 
factor in the static and fatigue strength of structural 
---memberse The magnitude and distribution of residual 
: 
stresses are known to· aff~ct fatigue, stress co;rosion, (l)_ 
brittle fracture, <2> buckling b~havior and.load carrying. 
. . . .,- . ..-
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· In, welded beams,·. the .magnitude. of tensile 
.. 
·. residual -stresse_s along· the weld is often .close to. the . •· - · 




. rearrangement of str·e_s.s pattern in a beam._ .. :will tak_e · p·lace _ .. · ~·~· 
· when the maximum applied ·stress plus· the residual stress·· 
- .. ' 
exceeds the yield stress of the,mat.eria1.<9 ,lOull) If the 
! 
·-- j • . . ·, . 
. . . 
. . 




applied load is removed, residual stresses will be 
different from those before loadinge 
-2 
.The purpose of this study was to investigate 
the residual stress distribution and redistribution in 
welded beams subjected to repeatedly applied bending at 
several magnitudes? The rPsuJ .s-s 0+ _t'bis i-n .. vqstigation 
will be used in a study of Low Cycle Fatigue and.crack 
propagation, and shall be useful also for other studies 
. 
such as the behavior of beams subjected to earthquake 
loading as well as for plastic design. 
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. - . '-·-··- . - - . 
. . 
.. 
_. analyses were madeo The computer_ analyses were done by a 
. program of incremental '5°/ads • 
I 
The expe~imental work·. was .. 
---- - ._'. -~:-- )_ peJC'formed in two partso The .firs·t-·was to- compare. the -- ·· •• --- • .. M.• ~ ... -- ' -·•·•~-----. -~---·:·-••••·•·-··•• 
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similar 'beams afte"J::··· a· large. numb~r (.)f bending cycles, o·f:·-- -,,~---·cc--.--.····--.--~·· - -· ("'-. { 
·t, 
low applied ~tre·sseso· In the second part, two beams ·were . 
,..., . . 
_· __ sUbjected to high ma'gnitude o~ mo~_ent for a few -_cyqles. 
---Re-sid-:ual stress redistribution · as. well- ·as th~- c~ange .iri- · 
-· -
· :the · state of lstre~·sses in · the inelastic range were · 
· investigatedGI 
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2 a ~IBTIIODS OF ANALYSIS 
2 o l Basic A~s.umptions . 
For the analysis of residual stress redistribution 
in this study, it is assumed that the initial distribution 
of ~~sidual stresses before application of loads is known, 
and that the stress-strain relationship of the beam material 
has been obtained~ 
• 
. . 
Three procedures of analysis are described below, 
each for a different amount of available information of the 
strai-ns. 
. -2. 2 · ~onsideration of · Stress History 
,_ 
... 
_h,_-··- ·---·~-------··-·----· ----·-··---------- ---·-.---.----·- ··· ~· .. 
-- - ---- .. -------- --··---------------- --. 
-
.. - -- .. ···- .... . . - ·•····· - ·-·---· ... .,. 
--···· .------- ··~~--·--· ··• ---·-·r-
··------- --- -------······· --- ·- 1.- ~ - - . . -· '' .. Besides th~c_. J?_c1_~!_9 ___ ~~-sumpt_ions __ , ___ i-t--iS-----also --as-smned------:-.. - ... ---:---- -- ---- --- ·-- . . . - ,- - -- - --- ------·---·-·--·--·-
--
tha t the .strain history is r~corded at eve~-Y poin~ · in a beam · , .. 
--
..... , .. ·--·-··- ·--- ---.·· 
' -
- .. 
. ' --- -- ·. --




The .stress histo_ry of any point. in this bealll is -
. ·, ' ... 
'" ~ ~ 
. 
. · . . ... · . . . 
. .~A;Y . 
. . ·• -
_· 
. . 
-~raced· from ·its strain n1story by adding·the_ applied· . . •. .-····- - - . 
strains. to· the ini-tial magnitud.e· of residual ··strain on the .. ...:.., .: .. 
• 
---~ 
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20 METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
2 G l Basic ASS1J!Uptions . I 
For the analysis of~esidual stress redistribution 
in this study, i. t is assumed that the initial distribution 
of residual stresses before application of loads is known, 
and that the stress-strain relationship of the beam·material 
has been obtainede 
• 
Three procedures of analysis are described below, 
---,.·---. · each for a different amoun·t of available information of the 
/ 
strai-ns. 
. .. ' 
. . . . . ' ··-: 
. . . 
. ,t::i ~ ~· --, .... -. 
.2.2 · Consideration of ·stress History 
" 
. . 
-~· ~ ---. --~-· _ _:.~-----.----~----------.--;---~-: ----
. 
. 
-- - - -
------·- ----------------- ------------~~---~ ---
, ~-~~ides· .... the· basic _____ assump-t.ion-s ,--it---i-s--al-s'o-----assumed------· .. ~---. ~~--~~---··-··-------~-------:-.--·-:-. - •· ' . , -- ~- ----------- ... -·-
that the .strain history is recorded at ever,y point.in a beam 
.. 
• I 
I • ·· throu.ghout the · complete spect~um of loading •. ,· ' -------~- •- ~.:----- - ·-·-· ,_ -- . - - - - ... ,- . - -- . ;.·. :_,:.. ... : ~ . ,- .-,-. ' -···-. 
. ·-
. ..,, ' .. - .· .. ,. 
. ' 
.. 
. . . - -~ The .stress· history of any point in- this· beam·,is -· ... . :.'.· · ...... ·•· · ·· 
• 
·' 
,-~--- ... : ..... 




·. · ·strai_ns -to·-~·the initial magnitude· of residual strain on the 
,_._, 
. ·stress·-strain diag:,camo · · Ex·amples· are given .iri Figs 0: 1 and-.. ·_ 
r 
-"< ·-!:" .. ~ ..... 
-·-.. 4, •: 
-. ___ ,__..,. ~· --... - .. 
. . I 
. ' . ', 
------· .... --- ---·----- - .. -------- --
- -·-·- ..... -····-· 
,, -----. ----· .. --. --.:.- -· 















2, which depict respectively an element in residual tension 
subjected to applied tensile strain and an element in 
residual compression subsequently loaded in compression., 
"-
' . The numbers indicate the sequence of strain measurement, 




I By this procedure, the stress distribution in 
a beam at any load would be the actual distribution since 
the complete strain pattern is recorded experimentallyo A 
computer program checks, although not necessarily, the 




.2.3 ·Consideration ·of· Strains. 
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, a cross section by linear proportioning (Figo 3)e Conversion 
from strains to stresses can then be carried out as 
described in Section 2e2e If equilibrium of bending moment 
and axial force is not satisfied, adjustment of estimated 
bending strain is made and the procedure repeateda 
A computer program of iterational process and 
incremental loads has been developed for the analysis of 
stresses and residual stresses by this procedure (Appendix 
l)o So far as the hypothesis of linear bending strain 
distribution holds, the results of this method should be 
very c.lose to those from direct· measurements of Section 2 o 2. 
"2.4 Prediction•of Stress Distribution 
If no information .at a·ll is available with regard 
--------~--·-·-·-··----- -------to strains in a beam, assumptions in addition to those basic 
· +- · -- ·· · · · · ones have to be made' :for stress ail.alysis. For common cases 
•-
. ' 
- of beams u it could be assumed that,, the. neutral axis at very .... _ .... ----- __ .,_ __ .... · ··· 
~ ' ( --o . 
• -•• ,--••--·••• •"-··--•"•·M•----.-,••-• 
. - - ·:····--~·-,- ·--·-····-.. ·- --· 
• r ~ • 
'/ 
• 
. ·~ .• - p. . . 
low loads coincides ·w·ith the- centroidal axis u and' that 
-
q ' Navier 11 s hypothesis applies0 Furthermore, for.this study~ 
'· 
,., the s.tre~s-strain . relationship is assumed to be -elastic--· · ·--~- = 
perfectly plas:tic.·· 
. ' ...... , ... ,.,_; 
. . ~. • ,.. • • .(> 
. ,· 
' . , I • 
•< - - r -
___ ; __________ .... _ 
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When loads or bending moments are applied to a 
beam, linear ·variation of bending stresses results and the I 
' neutral axis remains in place unless bending exceeds the 
elastic limitg In that case, the stress distribution 
follows the stress-strain diagram and the neutral axis 
shifts position in order to maintain· equilibriumo Subsequent 
. 
unloading would cause residual stress~s as shown·· in Figo 4o 
If initial residual stresses exist 0 the elastic limit 
usually is drast~cally reduced, ~nd redistribution of 
I \ 
residual stresse~ takes place after application and then 
reduction of low load$. 
. . 
--s·-.-- ----~----- .~ -- - r - -- •. •• 
. ,. 
·.J. 
... ~ ...... 
... . ~ ~~ 
. .• ':'i ,. . - . 
Again, computer program of incremental loads has 
' been develop~_d (Appendix. 2) G) In this program, the. cross 




..... --_------·- -,-. initial residual stresses o . When the sum of residual atfg-~------ _________ . -~· --------- . -·-·-;-·--
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applied stkes,ses reaches the elas·tic limit in an element, ' \_~ ' .. 
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I • •• bendi-ng momento The neutral axis is next located by . 
... .,. 
1' • • ••• • 
11. 
equilibriumo . These steps. are continue_d till the tnaghitude . . . ' . . . . 
C 1 
·_ of desi-red moment ·is reachedo .The· resultant· stress 
--
- --· . ··-·- '·- ·- ....... ·- ···· 
------·-~----· . 
-··- -~------- - . 
' ' 
- - --~ .. 
. distributfo-n -would be . that correspondent to the applied. 
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For the study of beam bel1avior under lotv-cycle 
fatigue, earthquake loading or any elasto-plastic loading 
conditions, this procedure provides a method of stress 
predictiono The accuracy of results depends on the accuracy 
of the assumptions as \vell as the magnitude of incremental 
loadQ The application of this and the procedures of 
Sec·tions and are presented • in Chapter 
.. 
.• 
. i: .... -
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3., EXPERilvIBNTAL Ii\1VESTIGATION 
3 ~ 1 Specimen Properties, Set Up and Instr_urnents 
For residual stress measurements, eight specimens 
of 11" lengths v,iere taken from five v.relded beams, the cross 
section of which is shown in Figo Sa The component parts 
of the beams were first tack welded together and .then 
connected by the automatic submerged arc process resulting 
I 
in 3/16 11 fillet welds., For bea1ns of AS1I1M A36 and .A441 steels, 
Lincoln L60 electrodes were used whereas L61 electrodes were 
applied to A514 beamso The measured cross-sectional 
dimel)sions and the mechanical properties of the steels are. 
listed in Table 1. 
. .. - - '(} 
-------·- -------·--·-··--- -- __ ._ ______ ..-------~. 
. 
-.·----------· --~-~- --. ----~------~-- ~--- -·--···-- -- -- -The specimens were subjected to . various loading -- · · ··------- ·-· · -
.. 
. 
- -.. _, ~~:-. - -·....c··· .:.- ,_·.: .. -.---,_ ·• ,-:,,_-;~·~-,~:·i~-, .. :~,.~,--:, :- ··. ·-condition's through · loading · of the beams e High bending ... 
- ,~----
- -- - ·'··--' .•.• -'4 --
--· --·-··-
,•:.,·,_, .. ,,\·,-,·,,•.,·,·., ... , .•... \"' ,,.. 
- ___ ,. ___ -------- ---
_,., 
.·. 
- -· . 
momentu low moment with shear· and 2.ero load are examples. 
'_•-.- - '" -··· ~-:-.:-· __ ,_ 
The ap_plied benc]ing stresses of the individual specimens 
-• ··-·-------- . -----~ ..... .:...·-····-·- -·· -·-- ... 
and their- locations in th.e ·beams ·are summarized .in Table- 2·. _ 
- ·- ·-· --· - . --········. ---·-. - -- -
·-·-··--- .... ---···-·· --·--···----·- . 
. .,.; 
. ~.' ·"' -
·1n loadi-ng, the beaxnsf1 ·. simply supported condi·tion 
- ;was· ·emRloyedo .. r!gure 6 .is :a: photograph,, o·f the test· s·etup · .. 
. .<f . . 
.. .. '· . . .. 
... ., 
.. - . - .. ' 
- .... ' '""" , ... ·.·. , .. ·_ ...... _.-.·, .·,,.,, ,.·:, .. , .. . : : ,, ' ,:., .. ,,, ~ . ·. :_ . .' ·-· ' .. ; •,' . ,, ,. ' ,,,,· '··::·· .. :·. ' ' .... ' ,-, . ' ' '.·' . . . '.' ' ' '.' ': ' . '"'' ,. ' " ' . ·~ " ." ' ' . " . . " ' '" " ' 
. . . 
··-· ·-- ·._. _. ·--·-· .. ··-··--··-··'-·- ---····-. - ---• 
;. 
::::i;-:._:-~- ---- ----.::i -u ---- -.. ""-""---=-"-0 l__--L:11-- -
-··a-e 
I 
. ·_·----· . - _·. , . . .- ._ .. '-- . - ": __ - ··--·-·- . ___ . ____ :_·--·------- .. '' ... . -----=-·---~--,------. . .... _ . ,h·-,-·- '--··· ... - '-·, .. - .. ,:.c I I ,-R· . . V --· ~ _.G . .:_;.:o;.. - . II I I I I I I 
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for a beam u11der high be11ding moment in a 300 kip Bald\vin 
hydraulic type universal testing machineo Lateral bracing 
was used to reduce lateral movement of the beam and 
stiffeners at the load points and the supports helped in 
preventing distorsion of the cross-sectional shapese For 
this particular beam in the photograph, the specimen for ~ 
stress evaluation is at the centerline where electrical 
resistance strain gages can be seen@ II For specimens 
subjected to only low stresses, the beams were loaded by 
Amsler jacJcs connected to pulsators which applied cyclic 
pressure of 250 times per minute. <12 > 
Electrical strain·gages on beams provided means 
,,ff"-,,~-
/'' of monitoring t~e testing and of checking strain <;, 
measurements by Whittemore gage, which was ·the main 
.. instrument for the experimental·· study a -- Gage holes 10" .·. 
______ . ---. -· . - .. ---=---------··--·--·-
- ------·--
- -- - . 
·, .. ::, · ........ -: ........... :,_::,. __ ~:.,---'\.:....-_ ..... _.:'.'... .. -~\,';.,::...-::·/---·· ___ apart were drilled on the surface of the 11 fl8 ·. specimen·s · for - --···· ·- -~ -· . , : .. ,.--,· -~ . -- .. : -· ··--·.···."::--;::-'"""'--" . -- ·---: . . 
. ' ,. ··--=·------~·--
. 
------ . ----------~~· _____ : .. -~--~- ~- -the Whi t-temore- gage o -Th·e . same holes were used £or r.ecording --
·~ ... -\ - . . --- ~ . ' . 
. _ ... __________ ~ .. the stra_in history and for the standa.J;d method· of $ectioning 
itiresidual stresS·evaluatfon.Cl3 ,l4) .... - '" ------~-·-- ,.•.,. -- . --
• 
' . ,,. - : ·•. 
.. 
- ---- - - ----





In essence 11- testing involved measure~~nts ·of.·· - .. 
· 'strains -in spe~cimens before loading 9 under ·1oad -arid. afte·r: · . . ~ . 
~. •, • • . 
·1,.,.,,-"-·· ·: . . 
.. : '!J... ,· .: 
. '._ 
. ---· --·-- -~--. - - . 
- . . . 
,., .' ·-:~ -·- .. - .-.- .. 
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con1pletion of loading~ 0 Initial n residual stresses in a 
specimen were measured by the standard method of 
sectioning (Fige 7) without prior application of load on 
the specimens, and 'ifinal" residual stresses after loadingo 
Measurements under load gave the magnitude and distribution 
of strains at the loado The testing of beam Noa PWC-001 
(Table 2) illustrates the general procedureo 
. ) . 
. / / 
I I 
I I I/ 
A small segment of the beam (location c) was 
first removed as a· specimen for the determination of initial 
' 
. 
. :residual stresses o The remainder of the beam was then put 
under loado .. The history of loading is indicated in Fig" 8 ·, .. 
which shows the load intensity·versus the_number of load ,. 
applications on the beam. Strain measJements took place 
at sixteen stations of different load levelso Station (1) 




-completed,· (3) -under ~load, and '(4). after .. unloading:o ..... ' .. . ...,- :· ,.' . '. .,~- ' ,, _: ' •.• , ••• •.; • I c~..-' "'. - ·•, • . ~---The· . ~ . . 
. . ~ 
,,;.~l 
, : ~~- ~ , __ mag_nitude of applied loads at dif feren.t 1eve1s and the ;, -- ~- _ ·_· .. 






• •• •• •• • • '• • ~ ' • "'.. • 
- • 1 • , ;. .' • • • '-. 
·co.rresp.ondent moments and bending stresses are given in. ~ · · .... .-_, · .. ·· .. :-_--.~ . ,".- . ' . . . 
. .. . 
. .· . . . 
' 
1 
· '!'able 3o Between stations (4) and, (5) u a smal·l· :number of 
cy:c.les ·_ of · loading and-. unload,ing were applied an¢!_ the. __ cha-rig_e - _/.. . \ -
- ·- : - - - - - --- -. --- - - --
- . - - ---
.. 
• ·_ of st~ains · observed -at a· few points in the. speci~~~ .. ~ ...... :when ·- . _ --_ ' , . 




·the. SrtabilizatiOn Of Strain WaS achieved at UD10ad~~g II· \1r. 
. 
. 
.measurement~,. at .station (5) could begino, .· Testing th:en 
~ - .· . 
~--·.- .. _ --------- ·-----·----: ·--,-·-_._-··-c----.--·-·_· __ ·_ .··----·--·-·---·· --··----
'-~-""'_...~;;;e=y:;iij.£1.1_ _...,__~- ·- :=":uu I A I I 
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continued at the next load levele After completion of 
u.nloading at station (14), the beam was removed from the 
testing position, the stiffeners were removed and 
measurements \vere performed again ( 15) for the final • 
state of straino Sectioning for residual stress 
determination took place at station ·(16)0 
Testing of beam PWA-001 was carried out 
similarlyo The loading history is shown as Fige 9o 
Specimens which were subjected to relatively low 
\ loads sust·ained large number of cycles (Table 2) before the 
-. measurements of strains o Only the 171 final~' state of residual 
stresses was obtained by sectioning. 
•. 
•' 
Results· ,·•· ~.~·--·---·-·-· .,_ · __ ·---------------------------~~--- : , ___ :____ ___ -------------·----~-----·----- -~-- ------- -
~ ' . . .. 
: __ ::-: .· .:. ___ .. _·-
I • • ,\.;.>"''''·''i«,cL ·~ . ollly res'UitS ar.~ _summc:i.rized in this section . ... ·.·.. . \ : . r -. .:i--··-.,,--~-----,..,. .... -=. ~ ... -----,.-........ -~---~-~·~--..~:: _____ -__ ~ .. --- .. ,_. ·-- -
__ ---·--·-· . ______________ _ _ 
----·--·-- ----- --·---- --·- -
- - ---- ···-------- ----·-
·-·· ---------·---·:·---- ·--------- •--·- ---~Di-s·cus·sions -are-given··:1n ·chi=ipter 4. 
·. ' 
1 ··. 
! . . 
- -.~ .. 
::-.:--:-:::·,-::::.·:_·_; - -····- -·--· ----· --- -
': · .. .. · ... 
.. , ' ... 
. " 
. . ., . • 
. . ·., ......... -,··:·/ ... -.: .. ~---···· ----~- ~-- _- __ ..: ... · . 
'It .. 
. _..,·. --·--·----·--·-· ·c::,:_:c,_·_:.;...:.:· 
. . 
y' 
.as·..;.,welded specimen PWC-001 (A514) ·is ~hown in. Figo lOo -The 
• 
• res.idual·. -s,t.resses -at the flange tips, ·developed. mainly· f~om 
_· (?. 
,, : ... 
' . ·- -"':.~ .. .,:_ . ., ... _. ,-... '··.··. . . . ' 
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-
I ~... .. .;_uz;.a, I I I ~ .. ,- 60 .. .:. . .;;._ - - ocz r r::=:1 I I 
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·• ~ =-==· ...... ,. cc· .. ·.~c-., .. ,··,~.-~----; .. - ·-_ . ~~-~_-.,.----.,-~ 
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flame cutting, v1ere about one half of tl1e yield point of ·tl1e 
flange plateso The tensile residual stresses were observed 
to approach the yield strength in the vicinity of flange to 
web connections B Uniform and relatively loi,i, compressive 
stresses existed in the web and flangeso 
Figure 11 shows the residual stress distribution 
·in the as-welded shape PWA-001 (A36)o Again, the tensile 
residual stresses at the flange tips were about half of the 
yield point, which was 35o3 ksi (Table l)o The maximum 
;tensile stresses near the flange to web connections were 
comparable to the yield strength of the weld, whereas the 
average stresses were 38 and 23 ksi respe_ctively for the 
'·. 
top and. bottom flangeso The compressive residual stresse~ 
- ·-·· -··· .~ ~ -
:-• .in both flanges varied with a maximum value of 16 ksi. 
- --------\.;..-----__:_ ___ · _. -------:·-------
- -
-- . ,_,_ 
... , .. ·-•' - .. 
· 3. 3. 2. · ·Residual Str·esses Af.ter Application ~f Low ¥~.qads. -~ . ..-: .•.. _:..,.··_ •... : .. , .. _._'.)° .,, .. ,._ .. _ i ·~--> 
·····--···-· --.·-----·-·--·- -- --···-·········--
------~_-,--------------·--··-~:_:_:_ _______ ·_ -···--
.. g 
. -- · ..... - - - ... --
... -p····· The. 011-final III residual s·tress distribbtion afte·r. . - . -. - . ··-··· ··-- _;, -- --·· 
------. --------·~------------------·-:· ----- --··---=-- • ... 
•?- . 
··.testing of specimens. P.wc:...131 (A514 u shear span) and PWC- . 
. ._ -
. - -- ··- ---·-···---
.. -·-------· --···-·-----
~----·~-- ... ,--
131 ~ (A514-, .mid--spa~J- are presented in Figs e 12 ·and 13, .· . . • .... .--___ ~.c--;:·-~".'-:-c::-:::·_;;_·'..__;;·- --=-·::. • . 
. . 
. 
-- .. :.·.·--~~=--==~~:·:=-·--~~--~~~~~-Z'~s.pec:ti.'.'lle_lY-o.:.~--:The.~_g.~neral.--pa,tter--n--:·all.d---:t-he--··magnitude-s··' o-f--~-C~--'--: ____ · .. :-__ --.·. ---·-·::·----·:·:-· .-
.. residual stresses ·are. close to th~se of· the ·initial. 
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Figm. 14 summarizes the results obtained frorn the 
JlJ.36 steel specin1en PWA-131 (shear span) (II Qualitatively and 
quantitatively, the residual stresses were again close to 
·those of the as-welded initial values (Figo ll)o 
Figo 15 shows the pattern and magnitude of 
residual stresses in· the A441 steel specimen PWB-311~ The 
static yield stress of the weld metal was 59 ksi (Table 2)0 
The residual tensile stress at the welds was about 70 ksie 
As the result of flame cutting before welding, the flange 
tips were subjected to tension residual stresses which 11 ·for 
this particular specimen, were not symmetrical with respect 
to the vertical axis of the cross section. 
i 
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The·lines 3, 6, 9 and 12 represent total strains of residual 
plus bending stress under load at the respective stations 
(Fig. 8), and the lines 4, 7, 10 and 13 indicate strains 
after unloading, that is, residual strainse 
Figures 19, 20 and 21 show the strain patterns 
in the top f lar1ge, web and the bottom flange of the beam 
PWA-001 (A36)o The strains under load are recorded at 
stations 3, 6, 9 and 11 (Figo 9)~ The corresponding 
unloading strains at stations 4, 7, 10 and 12 have the 
same pattern. as those under loadG 





. It is obvious from Fig .. 19 that the strains. were 
not uniform across the width of the beaffi flangeo The 
variation was linear, clearly indicating a·lateral deflection 
. 
. 
. ---·······-··--·· __ ··--··· _ of the flange (to the left) c This was observed dur_ing 
·--:----~ -- - - - - --
· < -- . ·testing of the beam. Discussion ·will be made in Section 4. 3~ 
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. . .. The .glJ final uu residual stress pattern of· the 
___ ;· s·peci·men PWC-0:0i . (A514) o which ·was __ sµl;>j_ectE!q .to .. a maximum -·---·-··--···--·· -·--···--··---- ---·- --··-··--····· •, ---·-· ···- ,.. ----- --· -· ... -·-··-·····-
-
" 
· · bendi.ng moment· of ie 04 times the ·yielding moment 0 was 
. ·, 
. obtain_t?d,;by sectioninge: · The re.sults a·re,-,shown. in Figo. 22.· .. ~.,'. ';·l" I~ • .. ,•, • 
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The· compressive residual stress in the top flange was 
almost uniform ,vi tl1 an average of alJout 10 ksi e The tensile 
' 
residual stresses at the tips of the top flange were 
around 50 ksi and 80 ksi at the weldso In comparing the 
stress pattern of this top flange with the initial conditions 
~n Figg 10, it can be seen that only small changes of magnitude 
tool<. placee However, both the pattern and magnitudes in the 
bottom flange were drastically differento There were 
practically no residual stresses after application of high 
loads, except at the flange tipsQ The residual stresses in 
the web conformed to those in the flanges~ being higher at 
•, 





Figure 23 shows the final residual stress patte~n 
of .the spec_imen PWA--001 (A36) after a maximum bending 
:' -~ . 
-, 
--
_ _. ... ---- --·------. 
· moment of lo 1-- times the yield limit. Some· residual tension 
remained near the welds and at flange tips with a magnitude (, . 
. 
-
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3o 3·Q 5 Residual Str~~~n History
1 
of a Point 
Sometimes it is important to trace the strain 
history or residual strain history of some crucial points 
of a structure as it undergoes a series of loadings 
Examples for a couple of points have been presented in 
Figso 1 and 2, where the histories of stresses, strains and 
residual stresses·can all be obtainedo The history of change 
of residual strains at the point of Figs 1 is shown as 
Figo 24 for further illustration. 
. ' ,, -
From the load station numbers in this figure, it 
: __ .. ---.-~ can be followed that, for every load level, practic~lly all 
. th-e change in residual s-train took place in the first cycle 
of loading and uriloading. Only wheri the applied moment was 
above the yield limit (after station 11) was there a gradual 
. . 
I 
. . -·· ------- _____ _:_ _____ --·-------- ---- - -
_ .-----:_, ______ , ··: · -: change· of residual strai-n · from one. load to the nexto Even· 
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4ol Initial Residual Stresses 
Residual stresses in welded beams were obtained 
in this stu·dy, both before and after loading, by the method 
of sectioning. (l 4) The conditions of equilibrium were 
automatically satisfied ~hen e.mploying this methodc. For an 
·indication of the accuracy of the measurements made, all 
results were subjected ~o the equilibrium check of bending 
moment and axial force. In no case was the error more than 




·The comparison of initial residual stresses in 
Various shapes is a tedious and time consW!ling undertaking, (lS) · 
- ·~ · ____ : __ c-~.,-.~---'')-~·- -.and is not the concern of this work.· Nevertheless O it is -
. - . -- --- . 
-- .... - --.-:. - . . -
. ___ ,.,. ... ,,_ 
. ' _ ... ~ .. ' - - . .. - . ~ .. - .. 
. . ,.· .. . . interesting to note the- difference :of patterns and magnitudes· ... -......... · · { ' . . . . . 
,,,_ ... .,,-~ 




· · · · • · ... · · -~.. .... .. ........ . .. · l 
· .-· -~::~::-:·:::. Fig~ · 11} . specimens. Both had the same geometry and both .were. · . · I . -
. . I 
I 
! welded by the .automatic submerged arc procedure. Yet the · · I 
: , . t .. ··· · :. -dif.fer.enpe i_~ base meta~f _Tffle~~-·. ~l~c_t~9d~· ,.and .heat· input . ___ · ___ -- ·_ ~:--~=:-,:~~~-------: --: I 
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\vhereas tl1e magni·tude of tensile residual stresses ,A1as 
higher in the lattero 
There was no measurement made in this study on 
the initial residual stresses of A441 specimens~ It can 
only be speculated that the pattern and magnitudes would 
be between those for A514 and A36 shapese More important 
. 
is the condition that, for each material, the process of 
fabrication was the same for all specimenso Thus it could 
be assumed that the initial residual stresses were, with 
nominal statistical variations, practically the same for 




4.2 Redistrihution of Residual Stresses After Low Loads 
Applied loads or stresses on specimens were 
--
. ---... ',-· ··-'j-· ___ ·. . . --· .- ···-·---······-·· . ' • ' 
't 
· -~--- ._-----·------------·considered to be low here when stress ·magnitudes were in 
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application of low loadso For example, Figs~ 25 and 26 show 
the residual stresses of l\.514 and A36 specimens before and 
after repeated application of -10 to +20 ksio In both 
cases, a change of stress magnitude was detected, with a 
maximum of abot1t 20 and 15 ksi for A514 and A36 respecti veJ_y, 
in the flange to web welded connectiono However, since the 
specimens of each material did not originate from the same 
bearri and the similarity of 'initial re.sidual stress is only 
assumed, it is not definite what magnitudes of stress change 
were the results of stress redistribution due to loadinga 
Comparison of residual stresses in different parts of the 
_same beam (Figse 27 and 28) also suggested stress difference 
·as the result of loading" The important phenomenon probably 
,; is that the magnitude of residual stress was usually close 
to the yield stress at the weld thus local inelastic behavior 
occurredi and redistribution followed. - --- - ~ ·-- -- -- -- -. . - - ~ 
. . . ----... ' . . -
. ,.,. 
, . "-~ ... . 
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4~3· Strains and Stresses Under Load 
The strains in beams under load are presented 
in Figso 16 through 210 It is significant to discuss the 
change of strain distributions at different loadso 
~ 
Prior to the application of any load, the 
residual stresses at a section of a beam were-in 
' 
·1· .b . (16) equi 1 riumo As loads were applied, the neutral axis 




section until yielding oc~urred at certain pointsa For 
-' 
welded beruns with flame-cut flanges, first yielding took 
place at the welds and then at.the tips of the tension 
(bottom) flangee For equi·librium, this caused _shifting of · .. 
the neutr·al .. axis towards the top flange, as was the case of 
the A36 specimen (loads 3 and' 6, Figso 9 and 20)o This 
--4··--·-· -·· -'--~: .. :- .. --~·-·-~-------·-,:.._ _ _:: ~ --- . 
resulted in.high_er strains in· ·the tension flange than in;--~~-- ---·---.:~--~·-_·-, · 
. \~:rt}-.::~J,\.: \i~:tt,:i}_?;·,</\'<'..\,7;·-_,.,':~;
1
,' • \-\~·r\~/'J __ ... -
. the compression flangee· ·Further loading introduced 
. 
. . -- - --- --------- --- --------~ 
- -------~--- ------ -
. . .. . 
---- ----· ·--· -· ... ···--- . ··-- - -- -- --- - --- - -··-·-····--- -------- ·-·---.-.----·-·---· 
-
. 
--·- - ---------: ... ___ _ -----:--yielding. in the 9ompressi~n · flange and a downward shiftin~[ :_. ____ .. i .... :_:~.' .. , __ .. · .. 
· -. of the neu,tral axis (loads 6, 9, and 11, Fig. 20). 
·-·· -------- ..... ---·-----~-·-~------. ---- . . . ·v,. 
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neutral axis suffered quite a change as can be observed in 
Fig~ 17a A comparison on strain increments in the top and 
. 
bottom flanges of tl1e A514 beain (Fig., 29) depicts the 
relatively higher straining at the bottom flange and later 
on at the top as applied moment was increasede 
Stresses in the component parts of the A514 and 
the A36 specimens were converted from the measured strains 
by the procedure of Section 2o2, and are presented in 
. 
Figso 30 through 350 For the computer program of conversion, 
:each specimen cross section was divided into 212 elements, 
the initial residual stress distributions of Figso 10 and 11 
. 1 
were modified to doubly symmetric patterns, and a bilinear 
stress-strain relationship (elastic-perfectly plastic) was 
·assumed, with the yield stresses listed in·Table lo The 
stress-strain history of two individual elements h~ve been 
given as exainples in Figs. 1 and.2. The maximum discrepancy· 
-
,:i· ... --·-· ___ ~-.------·-~-~-----~-:~--:----~-··:':···-·--·---in .. equilibr.iwn -check-----for --the specimens -under load ··wa·s S----kip-~-------------·----·-------- --
·' 
1,' 
II ' \• ,., 'r" , ·••- I-I 
·~. . 
· ·.in· axial force and 5%: in 'bending moment. 
! . 
. . . 
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for. A36 o · At. the last -·)L~ad, · practicall_y t;l'le whole tension.· 
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flange of the A36 specimen was yieldedo In the web, 
because of initial residual stresses, the points of zero 
stress did not coincide with those of zero strain (Figso 
17 and 31, and 20 and 34)~ 
Analysis of stresses by the process of Section 
2o3 provided results very close to those presented aboveo 
Prediction of stress distributions by the procedure of 
·Section 2.4, on the other hand, gave stress magnitudes 
which did not agree very well when the applied moments were 
1 above yieldingo The maximum deviation was 5 ksi in the 
top flange of the PWC~OOl (A514) ~pecimeno However, if 
adjustment of results are made to account for,the influence 
. 
of l~teral deflections of the compression flange (Figo 19. 
for ~514 and Figo 19 for A36) and the effects of strain 
stabilization above the elastic ,.fiinit (Figs. 24 and 42), 
,_. 
. 
. . the maximum deviation between the predicted and those 
-· 
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in the compression. flange and . the tension flanges· when they 
• 
were under load (Figs o - 16, 
0
·-:_19 and 21) , but . they als·6 , -- . ' 
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influenced the residual strain and stress distribution after 
the loads l1ad beer1 removed e This wi 11 be presented in the 
next Sec·t.ion o 
4e4 Residual S~~esses After Unloadin[ 
I Residual stresses after unloading are obtained 
in the same manner as for stresses under loade Results are 
presented in Figso 36 through 41 for the two specimens 
tested under various levels of high loadso When examined 
with reference to the stresses under load and the loading 
history, it becomes clear how the magnitude of residual 
. 
. 
. . . 
stresses decreased step by step as applied loads-increasedo 
Each distribution of residual stresses was the.basis. of 
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TI1e residual stress distribution after tl1e 121.st 
,, 
\vi th those obtained sectio~i!lg 
unloading should agree by 
(Section 3·0 3 ~ 4) 0 This • obvious \vhen FigsG) 36, 37 and 38 l.S 
compared with Figo 22 for the A514 • and Figso are specimen 
39 to 41 with Figo 23 for A36G) That the residual stresses 
could be predicted by the procedure of 2 e 4 and· that tl1e 
results could be confirmed by experiments lends a strong 
support to the applicability of the method of analysiso 
. ' 4e5 Stabilization of Strains 
It was pointed out earlier with the aid of Fig. 
24 that residual strains stabilized after a few cycles of 
. 
I' 
application of high' ioads o . This phenomenon was. registered. 
at all poin_ts 0£ a specimen ~der s£·ua , and its effect in. 
redistributing the residual stresses is illuftrated by 
--···-·--· _ "·-·--·-·- .-- __ . Fig. · 4 2. --·-- ------------··· -- . ·-:· ~--;-:-_ 
'I, 
. . •. .... ..... - - -
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· · · . ~ · d~wn" phenomenonu (!?). th~ strain history of a 'Point in 
' '. ~ . 
i . . . . . specimen PWA==-O·Ol is .. Qre_~e:Q_i:;~g __ _i~n-c-__ F_ig_o-c---4_3_0------L~-i-S---Cl-ear----f~0m ------c-r ... -~ - '~-~ - ihi~-;igU:Ce t~:~~~~= gradual change of strain occurred both 
·~ 
. under load· and· after_ unloadi,ng u· and that ·more cycles were.· .. 
·. required for. stab.ilization at higher l·oadso : The amount .of. 
changes in stresses and· strains in the cross_ sect~on . of this: 
-·- __ ..,.... · _____ . ___ . __ 
• 
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specimen can be visualized by comparing the magnitudes of 
stations 9 and 11 or 10 and 12 in all related figures of 
this report" 
It is believed that tl1e underlying cause of 
"sl1ake dot,vn° is the Bauschinger effect of stress-strain 
relationship (or the effect of non-linear cyclic stress-
strain relationship)o To explain fully the behavior of the 
two beam specimens thus, requires the evaluation of the 
mechanical properties of the beam materialo The exact 
strain history of a point must be applied to an element for 
the stress history of that pointa Then one of the methods 
of analysis of Chapter 2 can be applied, ·using the exact 
stress-strain d·iagra~So· 
developed to accommodateo 
New computer programs must be 
All these are being·considered 
and will be the next step of this study • 






·after a moderate.number of.cyclesu and these si;:resses or 
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. . . I strains are nominally used in fatigue· ·consideration~"-
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5 a SU~11'1..Z\.RY 2-\J:!D CONCLUSiill~S 
The investigation described in this thesis is 
concerned with the distribution and redistribution of 
residual stresses in welded beams subjected to repeated 
bendinge Low and high magnitudes of bending moments were 
applied in order to investigate residua~ stresses in both 
the elastic and inelastic ranges~ Using the method of 
sectioning, residual stresses were measured in two as-
:fabricated specimens and in four speci~ens that had previously 
-been subjected to alternating loading. 
· A theoretical analysis was carried out by means 
· of three different procedures with computer programs to 
·evaluate the residual stress redistribution in beams as well 
as·· the state of stresses. under any applied load" The outcome 
. 
. ··.c.-\~_,;,,o·:\·:"··:·-.:·:.;····~'.\_;.,,~---- .. i·"·•· . . . ... · .· ...... ·.. .· .... · .. -· . . .. ·.: ... , :· . :· ·:, .· ·. c"·.- : '.',·,··.' .: ;-· ..... :.,,<,: .... ··\.,::.-_-, ';,::.-.; ·'·l•v,\;cr '·,- .......... ,. ····-·····-- . .·.· . ·- - ·.·,·:.;.-.:.·.· .. : .. :,,·.::. ___ _ 
. froin the theoretical' analysis was -compared' w'i"th the measured . 
. . . '. 
stress patterns of the·· tested ·beams.. . The: following is .a 
· :·. s.ummary. of the res·uit-s and conclusions:-
•.. . .. 
. - ··--··,-----··-----,.-·-. 
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A514 shape, and higher than the yield stress of the 
base metal in A36 and A441 shapese The tensile residual 
stresses at the flange tips were close to half of the 
yield stress for both A3.6 and A514 steelso 
2e Redistribution of residual stresses in a beam took place 
"vlhen the maximum applied stress plus the residual stress 
exceeded the yield stress of the materialo For nominal 
magnitudes of bending moment, most of the changes 
occurred in the vicinity of the weld. 
3o Under high magnitudes of moments, the neutral axis of a, 
crGss section may deviate from its centroidal axis 
because of stress redistribution bi.yie~dingo Strain 
.~istributions·were generally linearo The change of 
strains for an increment of load could be higher in 
' V' 
' either- the top or the bottom ·flange u depen_ding upon the------------~c--~-----~--- -
.... ··.········· ...... · .· ·, .· ... ·.· ...••. ·.·.·. ··>···--·- · ~tress pattern .. and:the. loc_ation of neutral .. a.xis .. bef'o:i;e ... ---~c:.. ____ . ·_;c_ _______ _ 
the load incremente ·stresses -iri -a.- fl~ange became· more·-._ 
u, . ' 
uniform·as_rnore yielding took·place. 
.· . ' .. 
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<· 4-~- The magnitude and distribution of residual stre.$ses after 
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resic1t1al stresses a11d ·tl1e rnore uniform in distribution~ 
After an application of My' only low residual stresses 
remained except at the welds and flange tipso 
So Three procedures of analysis were used, each for a 
different amount of experimental datao The basic 
assumption \vas that the stress-strain relationship and 
the initial residual stresses were knowno The first 
~ethod converted recorded strains into stresses, the 
. second evaluated stress distribution when strains at a 
point were recorded, and the third predicted strains 
and stresses under load and after unloadingo All three 
pr~vided results which agreed well with experimental 





6. · For relatively low rn9ments, redistribution of residual .. 
. 
. stresses occurre·d · at the completion of the. first cycle.· . 
• 4 
. . - . -
: change of strain· was observed bo.th under load· or after .. 
: If • 
. ·.·.----·-.~ioading-~--- The number of cycl·es necessary. for· the 
· .. ,· :::,'. .. " s-tabi.lization of strains ~nd· stresses, or shake down,··· . 
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· inc;reased wi·th load magnitude .• · """ 
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A technique of analysis • lS needed for the incorporation 
of the effects of shake dov1n and lateral deflections of 
the flanges so as to predict n1ore accurately stresses 
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TABLE 1 MECIIANICAL AND GE0!'-1ETRICAL PROPERTIES .. z1ip; T ..-,.; 
,I 
Beam Noo PWC-001 PivC-131 PWB-311 PWA-001 'PWA-131 
Steel Grade AS14 A441 A36 
. 
crys 
11003 lllol 59o2 35oJ 35e3 (ksi) 
Mecho a u 11906 11703 85e45 6lol 6lol Propo (ksi) .· 
.. 
Elong % 12Gl70 12070 21050 30a75 30075 
• 8 81 1n 
Top Width 6a78 6078 6058 60.66 6Q62 
. . 
Thick-
. Flange ness 0.384 Oa384 Oa375 Oa 375· Oa375 
Thick- . 
Web ness OG297 
.; 00297 00284 0.250 00277 
' I;3ottom· Width 6-o 78 6078 6062 6.67 6062 
. Thick- . 
Flange .ness 00384 ... o. 384 · · · o •. 37·5, .... · ..... ·'0 ;375 · · '-O·~ 3'75 ... , ---···-•. --- - - . -· ·- ··-·. ·-·· - --· --· .. ,- . -- ... -: . . .. -· 
C 
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TABLE 2 SPECIMEN CONDITIONS 
Beam Noo Steel Specimen Applied Stress (ksi) . 
. 
Grade a I Location High Lo\~l Virgin .ys 
State (ksi) • cycles max min 
. 
I 
PWC-001 11003 b 110.,3 104 
C 0 
A514 
a PWC-131 11]_ ~ 1 20 -10 783,000 
- - - -- --- . 





b ~5.3 70 PWA-·OOl . A36 35 • 3 
. 
. . 
' C . 
' 0 .. 
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TABI1E 3 LOADING O:f\1 BEAMS 
Beam Noo 
Steel Grade 
• Yield Point (ksi) 
Py (kips) 
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Fig. 7 Method 
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a) l?lotv Chart 
HC\D 
wr. TF, H, T'w, rY, BMAX, DOM, F.RH 
HEAD 
[FR(I)J, I ... l, 132 
WRITE 
FR(I}, I""l, 132 
HW "" H - 2. *TF 
A° F "' Hf 6 TF /80. 
EFl =- H - TF/4. 
EP2 ~ H - 0.75*TF 
EF3 a 0.7S~TF 
EP4 "" 0. 25;,TF 
1\ 0 W m TW"HW/104. 
EEW xi TF+HH/104. 
Do 362 I~ 1, 132 
~~~~FF(IJ ° FR(l) 
Do 11 I = 1, 20 
--~~--'fE x (I) a EFl 
Do 12 I= 21, 40 
A(.t) = A°F 
----i E X (I) = EF2 
EDW ci O. 
., 
Do 13 Im 41,92 
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Do 155 I= 1, 132 
FF (I) ::: F (I) 
Do 179 I= l, 132 
FM(I) = BM*(DXX - EX(I)J/XII 
Do 180 I= 1, 132 
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